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A BSTRACT
Software metrics have a direct link with measurement in software engineering. Correct measurement is the
prior condition in any engineering fields, and software engineering is not an exception, as the size and
complexity of software increases, manual inspection of software becomes a harder task. Most Software
Engineers worry about the quality of software, how to measure and enhance its quality. The overall
objective of this study was to asses and analysis’s software metrics used to measure the software product
and process.
In this Study, the researcher used a collection of literatures from various electronic databases, available
since 2008 to understand and know the software metrics. Finally, in this study, the researcher has been
identified software quality is a means of measuring how software is designed and how well the software
conforms to that design. Some of the variables that we are looking for software quality are Correctness,
Product quality, Scalability, Completeness and Absence of bugs, However the quality standard that was
used from one organization is different from others for this reason it is better to apply the software metrics
to measure the quality of software and the current most common software metrics tools to reduce the
subjectivity of faults during the assessment of software quality. The central contribution of this study is an
overview about software metrics that can illustrate us the development in this area, and a critical analysis
about the main metrics founded on the various literatures.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Correct measurement is the prior condition in any engineering fields, and software engineering is
not an exception. Software metrics have a direct link with measurement in software engineering.
According to De Marco; “You can’t manage what you can’t measure!” [1] And Campbell also
gives an emphasized the importance of measurement in software engineering by setting “If you
aren’t measuring, you aren’t managing” — you’re only along for the ride [2].
Software metrics will reduce the subjectivity of faults during the assessment of software quality
and it provides a quantitative basis for making decisions about the software quality. Metrics are
the numerical value of software and it is used to predict the fault [3]. Software metrics occur filelevel, class-level, component-level, method-level, process-level and quantitative values-level
metrics [4], This helps the project manager and software engineers to find defects and making
the prevention method for the defect.
Software metrics can be applied to each software development phase. During requirement
analysis software metrics can be developed, for instance, in order to determine cost estimation
and resource needed. At the time of system design we also develop metrics in order to count
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function point. Metrics applied at implementation phase are also used to measure software size
[5]. According to Vikas Verma , having software metrics have a number of benefits such as
provide a basis for estimation and facilitates planning ,a means for controlling status reporting,
identifying risk areas and effectiveness and efficiency of testing[6].
Measuring the software project has a number of benefits for company it saves development effort,
time and money. In addition to this for complex projects using metrics have easy to understand,
identify common problems early, and manage resources [7].As mentioned above even if it has the
benefit there is also drawbacks that are better understanding (knowledge) and need a lot of effort
and time. Software metrics enable software developers to analyze their code and make
improvements if required. Metrics can be developed for software size, cost estimation, software
quality, maintainability, defect analysis and software testing [5]. In this paper, we studied the
state of art of software metrics; specifically focus on the quality metrics to measure software’s
both product and process.

2. STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS
Software defect is not only the quality of software, but also increase costs and suspend the
development schedule. In addition to above, there could be many reasons for the system to be
faulty; most of them are because of the human factor, mistake and errors made in designing or
coding by the peoples, data entry, documentation and communication failures. In order to solve
the most common human factors we shall use software fault prediction before us taking the
software systems to test and maintains.
Software testing is one of the most critical and costly phases of software development. Project
managers need to know ‘‘when to stop testing?” and ‘‘which parts of the code to test?”. The
answers to these questions would directly affect defect rates and product quality as well as
resource allocation (i.e. Experience of test staff, how many people to allocate for testing) and the
cost.
As the size and complexity of software increases, manual inspection of software becomes a
harder task. In this context, alternative methods that are used to predict potential effects clearly
are software defect prediction. Since testing typically consumes 40 - 50% of development efforts,
and consumes more effort for systems that require higher levels of reliability, it is a significant
part of the software engineering [8-10]. Software fault predictions used to solve the problem

that reduces the qualities software product. In this paper, we studied the software tester to
predict and fix the bug before it is delivered to customers that assures the quality of
software and evaluate the state of art of software metrics; specifically focus on the quality
metrics to measure software’s product and process.

3. OBJECTIVE
The primary objective of this study was to asses and analysis’s software metrics used to measure
software quality particularly software product and process
.
4. LITERATURE REVIEW
The first survey on software metrics was done by Kafura in 1985 and he suggests existing code
metrics, complexity metrics and validation metrics. Generally , in this survey work have shown
that the major relationships exist between the software metrics and quality attributes such as
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comprehensibility of code, error characteristics, length of coding time, and structural soundness
[11].
According to Ming Chang et al [12] discussed the role of software metrics and software
measurement for software quality. Authors also classified the software metrics according to
various manners which are commercial, important, observation, measurement and software
development. In addition to this, the author also discussed various methodologies which are
around 15 measurement methodologies and 24 types of testing with their definitions, formula and
effects.
Poornima Gupta et al [13] presented the software fault prediction using artificial intelligence
methods and this research work focused on related work on software metrics particularly on AI
approaches and software metrics.
Kunal Chopra et al [14] discussed about software metrics complexity using Ndepend to measure
software product such as size metrics, control flow metrics and data flow metrics. The final
contribution of the researcher was introducing the most common known and used software
metrics proposed and evaluation their use in constructing models of the software development
process.

5. CLASSIFICATION OF SOFTWARE METRICS
In order to measure the software from the requirement up to generating of source codes the
software metrics can be grouped as follows:
•
•
•

Product metrics (code metrics)
Process metrics
Resource metrics

5.1 PRODUCT METRICS (CODE METRICS)
This is one of the software metrics that we are applied to measure the quality of the software
systems; mostly it measures the system final product such as software code or design
documentation. It can be size metrics, the complexity metrics (Cyclomatic and Halsted). It can
also be internal or external attribute measurement of the products [5].
The external attributes include the parameter that is going to measure: software usability and reusability, portability and efficiency and the internal attribute includes the size of the software,
correctness, complexity, bugs and testability.
5.1.1 SIZE METRICS
The size metrics is an attempt to quantify the ‘Size’ of software, and the widely used metrics is a
Line of Code (LOC). The size metrics have some limitation because of it cannot be measured by
the process of development is completed. It measures the implementation of the project only. The
size metrics are used to measure “volume, length, quantity, and overall magnitude of software
products” [15]. The main strength of line of code metrics is easy to count extensively automated
for counting and requires various software estimating tools while the drawbacks are may contain
dead code, blank and comments, mixed language projects and ambiguous software reuse [16].
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5.1.2 CYCLOMATIC COMPLEXITY METRICS
The word Cyclomatic comes from a number of fundamental cycles in connected, undirected
graphs [17]. This was proposed by McCabe for measuring the software especially for Design
phase. McCabe described by viewing the program graph, and finding the number of paths to
reach entire graph. If the complexity of the program become long, it is difficult to easily count the
number of paths. Due to the above reason McCabe suggests counting the number of basic paths,
which is Cyclomatic number. Cyclomatic complexity has two basic benefits which giving it the
number of recommended tests for software and it is used in all phases of software development
cycles, beginning for the design phase in order to achieve software quality parameters .
Cyclomatic complexity can be expressed as the following equation 1:
V (G) = E - N + 2P or V (G) =E-N+2 ---------------------------------- (1)
Where:
V (G) = Cyclomatic Complexity
E =Number of edges
N =Number of nodes
P =Number of connected components or parts
McCabe rule to count edge and nodes [18]:
To count the number of nodes and edges for graph McCabe sets the rule these are as follow:
•

•
•

If / while statements: This rule is applied to binary counting mainly for and/or
operations in our programming code. For instance ‘if (count < m || count = MAX) then...’
in this example we have seen two binary decision nodes.
Do / for statements: “iteration statements count as one binary decision node” [18].
Case / switch statement: There is an option to be n or n-1(where n is the number of
iterations). For different programming language, there may be different alternative
iteration.

5.1.3 HALSTEAD METRICS
Halsted suggested that measuring the software program by counting the number of operator and
operands in program. In order to measure operands and operator he developed the basic formula
that includes vocabulary, length and Volumes of the software the program [19] .
•

Program Vocabulary: This includes the total number of operands and operator.
Program vocabulary can be expressed in equation 2 :
n=n1+n2 ------------------------------------------------------ (2)

Where:
n =Program vocabulary
n1 =Number of unique operators
n2 =Number of unique operands
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Program Length: it refers to the total usage of ‘all’ operators appearing in the implementation
plus the total usage of ‘all’ operands appearing in the Implementation. Program length can be
expressed in equation 3
N=N1 +N2 --------------------------------------------------------- (3)
Where
N = N o program length
N1 = ‘all’ operators appearing in coding
N2 = ‘all’ operands appearing in coding
Program Volume: it refers to the size of the program. Program volume can be expressed in
equation 3.4
V=N log2 n ---------------------------------------------------- (4)
Where
V= program volume
N =program length (from Equation3.3)
n= program Vocabulary (from Equation 3.2)

5.2 MATHEMATICALLY EXTRACTING ATTRIBUTES
The existing software metrics tools and how they internally measures the given source code have
discussed previously. Here, we focus on doing the measurement practically with sample code the
product metrics (McCabe metrics, Halsted metrics and Line of source code). The programming
language that we selected to show was C++, but it’s also possible to choose other programming
Language. Sample code to show how we can measure C++ code using software metrics tools is
depicted in algorithm 1 below:
Table 1: Measuring source code via Halsted Metrics
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5.3 PROCESS METRICS
This is software metric that is used to measure the quality of the software system. It measures the
software development life cycles such as type of methodology, the staff status and the required
time to finalize the system. This is mainly measured in software development life cycles and it
measures the parameter such as duration estimate, cost assessment, effort required, process
quality and effectiveness/efficiency of the development process [5]. Prone

5.4 OBJECT ORIENTED METRICS
Since object oriented programming becomes popular now a time; as it increases its popularity
most companies are going to use it, the complexity and fault proneness become a problem so that
there is software metrics to resolve this problem before delivered to the customers. The most
known object oriented metrics are Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) metrics [20]. Chidamber and
Kemerer (CK) metrics were designed to measure the object oriented having the feature such as
inheritance, coupling, and cohesion[20]. The basic difference between OO metrics and Procedural
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one is quickly led to new kinds of software metrics aimed exclusively at OO projects [16] . The
main advantage OO metrics are psychologically attractive and simple from complex OO projects
[16]. The drawback OO metrics are do not support studies outside of the OO paradigm, full lifecycle issues, have not yet been applied to testing, maintenance and lack of automation [16] . In
Table 2 below object oriented metrics and its description was discussed.
Table 2: Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) metrics and their descriptions

6. CURRENTLY EXISTING SOFTWARE METRICS TOOLS
There is a number of software metrics tool in the market. The basic goal of these metrics is to
upgrade the process of developing, maintaining and managing software’s. Some of them are open
sourced while others are proprietary tools. The main differences that we were looking in each are
language support, platform support, licensing prices, supporting metrics, availability and license
type. Simply we can conclude that metrics based assessment of a software program and measures
taken to improve its design differ considerably from tool to tool. For the purpose of determining
the suitable metrics the researcher passes through free searching on internet and finally they have
got around 46 metrics [21]. Some of them are mentioned in Table 3 below.
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Table 3: Summary

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In software development, software testing is highly desirable to assure the quality of the software
product. Software testing performed via manual and software metrics, the former one (manual) is
costly and it required high time interval to perform it because of it now a day software engineer
moves to systematic measurement method which is software metrics. This study conducted to
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reveal to asses and analysis’s software metrics used to measure software quality particularly
software product and process. Software metrics used to measure the software product and
process. The researcher used a collection of literatures from various electronic databases which
available since 2008 to understand and know the software metrics; the researcher has been
identified software quality is a means of measuring how software is designed and how well the
software conforms to that design. Some of the variables that we are looking for software quality
are Correctness, Product quality, Scalability, Completeness and Absence of bugs, However the
quality standard that was used from one organization is different from others for this reason it is
better to apply the software metrics to measure the quality of software and the current most
common software metrics tools. In the future the researcher recommends the specific application
area of each software metrics and how can perform by the researcher to enhance the quality of
software applications.
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